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This presentation provides the following information that could be 
relevant for consideration.  

 
History  

Human Investigation Management is involved in innovation, research, 
and training in security criminology-risk investigation management.  

 
HIM is the only group that has provided security protocols for the 

active biological threat and now is the only organization that is 
presenting AI for security, criminology-risk investigation management.  

 
Global Positioning and Affiliations  

 
HIM powers ISIO and contributes towards IFPO. These bodies are well 

known to all professional practitioners involved in the above-

mentioned sectors. Furthermore, ISIO endorses global events that are 
listed on the ISIO website. (ISIO and IFPO) 

 
IFPO: Is a body that educates and approves Certified Security Officers 

(CSO) besides other qualifications world-wide.  
 

ISIO endorses major events such as IFSEC, Critical Infrastructure, 
World Border Security Congress, Minipol, International Security Expo, 

besides other workshops and seminars. 
 

ISIO endorsed Media, which are international and local security 
publications in many countries.  

 
The ISIO Social Media groups such as linkedin (+50 000 [ISIO 

attempts to vet followers meaning quality as opposed to quantity]) 

and ISIO databases.  
 

Both ISIO and IFPO provide the free e-booklet download to all their 
members.  
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Subject in Discussion: AI (artificial intelligence)  

 
The free booklet link is for all security and investigation practices such 

as, security companies, security consultants, corporate security 
besides professionals in government, non-government organizations. 

These could be policing agencies besides oversight and governance 
bodies involved in safer cities, border control, critical infrastructure 

and ports and harbors besides all involved in air and landside interests 
of airports.  

 
Furthermore, the exposure will include all stakeholders related 

which could be tech re-sellers and system integrators.  
3 Methods of Collaboration 

 

• Primary Collaborating Partner  
 

HIM will provide advice for consideration on product development and 
market entry from time to time. This could be rated separately per 

hour. 
 

Exposure possibly in the AI booklet by way talking to specific 
technology and could contain product pictures plus referenced to the 

partner website.  
 

The partner’s company insignia will appear on the front page of the 
booklet as a sponsor. This will be over and above on the download 

page link.  The partner will also be able to provide up to 3 video-links 
that must be connected to vimeo or youtube to be used by HIM.   

 

The Partner will be provided HIM e-Tool free access for 100 people. 
Their names and e-mail addresses must be provided. 

 
HIM could provide 1-hour virtual group meetups with the partner’s 

team or selected stakeholders that they are involved with. If such is 
the case a video recorded clip could be provided to the partner. 

 
ISIO could consider placing the same exposure on the ISIO website 

along with the above-mentioned marketing collateral.  
 

Rate: To be quoted as in the insertion into the booklet and all 
marketing collateral. The advisory will be billed by the hour separately.  
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• Primary Sponsors  

 
A primary sponsor would obtain only the marketing collateral exposure 

on ISIO and HIM and will not include mention in the booklet.  
[Only 1 video clip can be linked]  

The primary sponsor could exercise the benefit of accessing the 
advisory service at an hourly rate per hour.  

 
Rate to be quoted does not including the advisory service 

 
• Conventional Sponsor  

 
Conventional sponsors will only obtain the market collateral (Logo and 

1 picture) on ISIO and HIM excluding the video clip exposure and will 

not include advice nor exposure in the booklet.  
 

Rates: The rate is quoted for a duration ending Dec 2021. 
 

Note: as this is a living science that is being birthed, the booklet will 
be continuously updated. All subscribers will be informed.  

 
 

Be assured of our highest considerations,  
 

Juan Kirsten  
Author HIM Human Investigation Management  


